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Dr Lynnice Wedewer says; Cannabis Kills Cancer
I have to say I can tell the difference big time when I am using
God Med’s Cannabis Capsules...
These past 34 years journeys with cancer I have learned many things. It
was in the bicentennial year of 1976, I learned I Hodgkin's lymphoma. I was
14 years old, it was this 8th journey with cancer I learned at the age of 13
years old, I was vaccine injured at Wilson Junior High School in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa with a United States mandatory polio vaccine that was tainted
with the SV40 virus. This is the cause of Hodgkin's and non-Hodgkins
lymphoma cancer. I was the youngest at that time with what was known as
the old timers cancer. It was unheard of for children to get it.
My final and 8th dance with cancer I have learned many things as I have
each journey I have walked curing of cancer successfully using cannabis.
Some of the most important things I learned was the chemotherapy never
killed my cancer, the Cannabis did. I never in any one given dance with
cancer did I have enough chemotherapy in my body as seen in my medical
records to have killed any of my 2 - 7 journeys with cancer. This dance with
cancer I have cut out all of the hard core being sick by eliminating
chemotherapy all together from my cancer care plan, with my doctors
approval. Since I am legal as a study participant for life, I simply choose life
and to live without the couch time. I took my life back, that was taken by
vaccine injury.
It was in this final 8th dance with cancer I learned that using cannabis oil
(donated by George and our friend in Canada), breathing treatments, and
raw (donated by GodMed) all combined is the best way my cancer cures the
fastest. Each have their own unique way of working. This is why I have
documented this dance so well with notes and images, so “You The People”
could also know the cure and see it with your own eyes.
GodMed offered to help with raw Cannabis capsules. I took 5 capsules 4
times a day off setting the times I took the oil. I found that the raw Cannabis
capsules seemed to speed up the effects of the Cannabis oil. Now this is
huge, any time you can cut down recovery time it should be explored.
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I found I no longer needed to juice the raw Cannabis. This also was a plus
as it saved time running everything through a juicer to make the Cannabis
starter cups.
In one shipment GodMed sent some larger samples of a couple other
products to see if they may also help. We discussed I prefer Kush high in
CBD and CBN. I was hoping for some berry or blueberry I had heard they
also were good. I had been using only orange Kush this dance, so a change
to keep the cancer from learning to me seemed like a good idea. Just mix it
up a bit. The pay off was huge. That combination really went at the cancer,
to clarify this means.
Thanks to my friends who supply my oil until I have my own again and to
GodMed for their additional generosity in donating these products that have
helped to keep me alive and make my journey faster and with much greater
ease. I would suggest anyone using the Cannabis oil to cure to try these
additional items to gain the same results and excel your progress. The
reason I am explaining this is because I believe everyone can use an edge
especially when it comes to cancer. From my experience GodMed gives the
Cannabis oil that edge on cancer.
When the Cannabis cancer studies opened 31 years ago in Iowa God's
country the heartland; 5 children of which I was the youngest, walked into
those studies with the mind set that some day YOU the people would never
fear cancer again. I hope today 3 decades later what we learned can be put
to the test and utilized finally to save millions more lives. They have
medically proven 31 years ago and since that it can and does. It is time to
start saving lives in real time. Let's stomp out cancer death, decriminalize
Cannabis for personal family uses. If the law is incorrect and does not
reflect the truth then it is the law that needs to change so people have a
choice to

“Choose Life Itself”
A Conversation with Dr. Lynnice Wedewer

Rest In Peace Sweet Angel🙏
Together we CAN, Light Up The World!!!

